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Abstract

The immune system has to decide on the reaction it will perform when it encounters a
pathogen for the first time. The decision is based on the context in which the pathogen
is presented and the signals it receives from the innate immune system. Thereafter
responding naive lymphocytes will store the appropriate action by diverging to a specific
phenotype. This allows to reproduce the same reaction upon a re-stimulation of the
memory lymphocyte. If naive and memory lymphocytes recognize a pathogen, the naive
lymphocytes will acquire the same phenotype as the memory lymphocytes. The effect of
memory lymphocytes on naive ones can be deleterious if they cross react with pathogens
which need a different type of immune reaction. Studies by Rob J. De Boer showed
that the immune system has to be highly specific to avoid these mistakes but can still
profit from the stored information.

This project intends to have a closer look at the simulator Rob J. De Boer used in
[1]. We will show that the simulator works well for the parameters used in [1] and that
we have similar results if we change them. We will also present analytical formulas for
some of the results of the simulation. This makes it easier to understand the shape of the
graphs and the impact that the different lymphocytes have on each other, i.e. amount of
deleted, auto immunity causing and memory lymphocytes of positive/negative reactions.
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1 Introduction

The immune systems primary function is to act as a defense against foreign pathogens. The
human immune system consists basically of two parts. The innate and the adaptive immune
system. The innate immune system generally consists of a set of hard-wired responses to
foreign pathogens and does not change over the lifetime of an organism. In this project,
we studied the adaptive immunity in which the response to pathogens changes during the
lifetime of an individual.
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Figure 1: The simulator considers pathogens from different groups. A lymphocyte reacts without preference
to any epitope of any group and can react with several epitopes. However, as long as each epitope triggers
only a small fraction of lymphocytes, the probability that a lymphocyte reacts to several epitopes of different
groups stays small. Not all lymphocytes which react to self epitopes are deleted. These lymphocytes later
on can cause an auto-immune disease.

In general, pathogens are cut into smaller pieces called epitopes which are then presented
to the immune system, more precisely to lymphocyte clones. These clones generally react
only to some foreign epitopes since they have been trained to not detect self epitopes, i.e.
pieces of the own bodies cells. But there is still the possibility that there are self epitopes
which have not been shown to the lymphocyte clones or that there are lymphocyte clones
to whom the self epitopes have not been shown. If one of these clones would respond to an
epitope an auto-immune disease takes place which is not desired (see Figure 1).

Lymphocyte clones have several different states. At their creation all lymphocyte clones
are naive. Some of the clones get deleted while the presentation of the self epitopes to
the set of lymphocyte clones, since they would react with the self epitopes. After the
lymphocyte clones have been trained, epitopes of pathogens are presented to the immune
system. Reacting naive clones will now store the appropriate action and diverge to a specific
phenotype. This enables these memory clones by re-stimulation to immediately reproduce
the actions performed on the last encounter. If naive and memory clones react to the same
pathogen, the naive will acquire the majority phenotype of the memory clones. This effect
can have a negative impact on the immune systems performance if the memory clones cross
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react to pathogens which need a different response. For details on how the immune system
is implemented in the simulator see Appendix A.

The simulator outputs four main values. The first one is the fraction of detected pathogens,
i.e. pathogens which caused a reaction in the immune system. The second one is the
fraction of pathogens which caused a positive reaction, i.e. the immune system generated
the correct response. The third one is its counter part, namely the fraction of negative
reactions. These are reactions where the majority of the reacting memory lymphocytes are
from a different phenotype than the pathogens response would require. The fourth number
is the fraction of auto immunity causing reactions, i.e. reactions where at least one of the
reacting lymphocyte clones would cause an auto immune disease. An example of an output
graph is depicted in Figure 2. We also show on the smaller graph the amount of deleted
lymphocyte clones after the presentation of the self epitopes.

We will call a good performing immune system an immune system which detects all of the
pathogens it encounters and has a high fraction of positive reactions. Note that in reality
it would be fatal for an organism if its immune system would have an auto immune or a
negative reaction since it would not kill the pathogen and the organism probably would die.
Our simulator does not take this into account and the “host” lives on after a wrong decision
of the immune system.

This report is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the problem and why we want
to solve it. The random number generator is examined in Section 3. In Section 5, we derive
analytical formulas for the simulation results. We will then change the standard simulation
parameters in Section 4 and some conclusions are offered in Section 6. The Appendix gives
more details about the implementation of the simulator and the random number generators.

2 Problem Statement

The immune system simulator uses very small values and makes heavy use of a random
number generator (RNG). It is of interest to know if those issues do not affect the outcome
of the simulator. Therefore we inspected the simulator more carefully and made different
tests. In Section 3 we test the standard C RNG and also replaced it with two different RNGs
to be able to compare it. We were also interested to see if we can find analytical formulas for
the mean values of the simulator. This would be interesting because we wouldn’t have to do
all the simulations every time we change parameters and the result would be exact and not
a statistical mean. It would be possible to do more experiments with different parameters
and to see if the results of the simulator are still meaningful for different parameters than
used in [1].
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3 Confidence Intervals with Different Random Number Gen-

erators

Our first step in exploring the simulator was to find a confidence interval for the simulation
parameters used in [1]. These parameters are shown on Table 1. We used three different
random number generators. The first one is the C standard rand() function. The second
one is an especially fast RNG and the third has a very long period but is slower than the
other twos. Implementation details about the three RNGs can be found in Appendix B.

Number of Pathogens to Challenge the Immune System (N) 103

Number of Epitopes per Pathogen (e) 6
Number of Lymphocyte Clones (R0) 106

Number of Self Epitopes (S) 104

Number of Pathogen Groups (M) 8
Number of Epitopes per Group (Ne) 103

Fraction of Induced Tolerance (f) 0.8
Cross Reactivity (p) [10−9, 1]

Table 1: Standard Simulation Parameters
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Figure 2: The confidence interval and number of deleted lymphocyte clones for the standard C RNG.
Response: fraction of detected pathogens; positive: fraction of positive reactions, i.e. the immune system
generated the correct response; negative: fraction of negative reactions, i.e. the immune system produced
a wrong response; autoimmunity: fraction of reactions where an auto immune disease causing lymphocyte
reacted

In a typical run the simulator generates approximately 1010 random numbers. Therefore
we have to make sure that the RNG’s period is big enough or the random numbers would
have an unwanted correlation. Depicted in Figure 3 are the results of the simulations with
the three different RNGs. We did 30 simulations for each point which cumulates to a total
of 600 simulations per RNG. The confidence interval is at 95%.
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We can see that the confidence intervals of the standard C RNG (medium sized error bars)
are very similar to the once of the RNG with a very large period (smallest error bars).
Only the very fast RNGs (largest error bars) confidence intervals are a little bit larger.
This shows that even though the confidence intervals of the fast RNG are acceptable it
is better to use the other twos for further simulations. From the graphs we can see that
for p = 10−6 the immune system performs well (a lot of positive reactions). The small
confidence intervals mean that the outcome of two simulation runs with two different random
seeds are comparable and do not differ a lot.
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Figure 3: Depicted in the left figure are the results for the three RNGs. The small error bars belong to
the RNG with a very large period, the medium to the standard C RNG and the large to the very fast RNG.
On the right top we have the number of deleted clonotypes after the presentation of the self epitopes. Below
is an enlargement of the region around p = 10−6. Note that most of the time the confidence interval of the
fast RNG (large error bars) is bigger than the other ones.

4 Different Parameters for the Simulator

The next step in the project was to see what happens if we change the standard parameters
given on Table 1. We especially wanted to investigate the impact on the performance of the
immune system if we change the number of presented pathogens and the effect of changing
the number of self epitopes.
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Figure 4: Simulation result for 1000, 5000, 10000 and 15000 presented pathogens (from left top to bottom
right). We made 20 simulations per point.

4.1 Change the Number of Presented Pathogens

Depicted in Figure 4 is the result of the simulator if we change the number of presented
pathogens. Note that the simulator has no life cycle implemented, i.e. the lymphocyte
clones live forever and are never replaced with new ones. This explains the behavior of the
graph on Figure 4 for an increasing number of presented pathogens. The standard value
is N = 103. We can see that for the standard value for a cross reactivity of p = 10−5 the
immune systems performance is not good (graph top left). The majority of the detected
pathogens caused an auto immune reaction. But if we continue and present N = 1.5 · 104

pathogens, then more than 80% of the responses are positive.

It is interesting to see that a bad performing immune system can improve its performance if
we present more pathogens. Note that in reality the host of such an immune system would
never survive since he would have been killed after the first couple of auto immune reactions.
Therefore the immune system would not have had the chance to evolve and would never
have had achieved a good performance.
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4.2 Changing the Number of Self Epitopes

From Equation 1 we can see that if S → ∞ then dS → R0, i.e. all of the lymphocyte clones
will be deleted. This implies that there are less lymphocyte clones which will be able to
detect pathogens if we increase the number of self epitopes. There is also the problem that
the probability that those “surviving” lymphocyte clones cause an auto-immune reaction
increases. All these effects are depicted in Figure 5 for an increasing number of self epitopes.
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Figure 5: Simulation result for 5000, 10000, 20000 and 30000 self epitopes (from left top to bottom right).
We made 20 simulations per point.

We can see on Figure 5 that for p = 10−5 the fraction of reactions which cause an auto-
immune reaction increases while the fraction of positive reactions decreases. The fraction of
naive and negative reactions however stays constant. It is interesting to see that an immune
system which performed well for S = 0.5 · 104 still performs well if we have S = 3 · 104 self
epitopes (e.g. for p = 10−6).
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5 Analytical Formulas

Simulating a whole graph takes a lot of time. Therefore we investigated the possibility to
analytically calculate the mean values. We were able to find analytical formulas for some
of the graphs but not for all of them.

5.1 Fraction of Deleted Lymphocyte Clones

After the initial phase where the self epitopes are presented to the immune system, a
percentuage of lymphocyte clones which react with self epitopes will be deleted. To calculate
the mean value we have

Pr(a clone reacts and is deleted) = p · f

Let di be the number of deleted lymphocyte clones after i self epitopes have been presented.
We have:

d0 = 0

d1 = pfR0

d2 = d1 + pf(R0 − d1)

...

di = di−1 + pf(R0 − di−1)

If we solve the recursion, we get:

di = pfR0 ·
(1 − pf)i − 1

(1 − pf)− 1
= pfR0 ·

1 − (1 − pf)i

pf
(1)

dS is the number of deleted lymphocyte clones after all the self epitopes have been presented.
Depicted in Figure 6 is the analytical and the simulated graph. We can see that the
analytical graph fits the statistical mean value of the simulation exactly.

5.2 Total Fraction of Responses

We first need to calculate the probability to have k distinct epitopes in a set of e epitopes if
each element of the set is drawn from a set of Ne epitopes (with repetition). The following
recursion yields the result.

pK(k, e) =
k

Ne

pK(k, e − 1) +
Ne − k + 1

Ne

pK(k − 1, e − 1) (2)

with the two conditions
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Figure 6: Analytical and simulated graph for the number of deleted lymphocyte clones after the presenta-
tion of the self epitopes.

• if e < k then pK(k, e) = 0

• pK(1, 1) = 1

Now we can calculate the fraction of pathogens which are recognized by the immune system
with

Pr(pathogen is detected) =
e

∑

k=1

pK(k, e) ·
(

1 − (1 − p)k·(R0−dS)
)

(3)

The resulting graph is shown on Figure 7. We can see again the analytical graph agrees
with the statistical mean of the simulation.
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Figure 7: Analytical and simulated graph for the fraction of detected pathogens.
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5.3 Fraction of Naive Responses

In our first approach we also tried to find an explicit formula for the naive reactions.
Unfortunately it did not work out because the formula was too complex and we could not
check if it is correct or not. Therefore we made a second approach where we modeled the
simulator with a Markov Chain and decreased the complexity by considering that we have
only one pathogen group (M = 1) and only one epitope per pathogen (e = 1).

Depicted on Figure 8 is the result for R0 = 104, N = 50, S = 0 and Ne = 50. As you can
see, the calculation gives a lower fraction of naive responses than the simulator. We did
not have enough time to investigate why this happens. Details about the formula and its
implementation as well as some checks we did on it can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 8: Calculation of the naive response with a Markov Chain. Note that the calculated values are
smaller than the simulated ones.

6 Conclusion

In Section 3 we showed that the confidence interval of the simulations are small for the stan-
dard parameters. We also showed that the random number generator used for the simulator
works as expected and that it has a high enough period for this kind of simulator. The
conclusion of Section 4 is that the simulator does have similar results for good performing
immune systems if we change the parameters for the simulations. But there are transition
regions for which the behavior can dramatically change if we change the parameters. This
means the parameters have to be chosen carefully and for the results to be comparable to
nature we have to know the order of each parameter in reality.

A next step for the simulator could be to implement a life-cycle for the lymphocyte clones i.e.
that a fraction of the lymphocyte clones die and are replaced by new naive ones after each
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or a couple of encounters of pathogens. It would also be interesting to see what happens if
the distribution of encountered pathogens of each group is not uniform. We also could vary
the number of epitopes for each pathogen or include the effect of the signals from the innate
immune system a lymphocyte receives. All of these changes would make the simulator
reflect the real immune system more closely but would also render it more complex. The
simulator already is computationally costly and it will take even more calculations if we
make it more complex.

7 Major Events and Self-Assessment

Week 1, 2 and 3 Reading about immune systems and better understanding the article
[1]. Major difficulty: the code for the simulator was first the wrong one. We got the correct
code only later on.
Week 4 and 5 Understanding the code of the simulator and creating graphs with confi-
dence intervals.
Week 6 and 7 Testing different random number generators.
Week 8 Formulas for deleted lymphocyte clones and total fraction of response.
Week 9,10,11,12 Formulas for naive reaction. Major difficulty: very complex setup.
Week 13, 14 Changing parameters, writing report and formula for naive reaction.
Week 15 New approach for naive reaction with Markov Chain.
Week 16 Implementing calculation of new approach and testing it. Making more simula-
tions for changing parameters. Major difficulty: a lot of computers were already occupied
for other simulations.

I started the project with a lot of enthusiasm and energy. I didn’t know anything about
biological immune systems and therefore read the book [2], several papers ([5], [6] and
some chapters of [7]) and reread [1] several times to better understand it. In the beginning
I had some problems to comprehend every detail of the simulator because the biological
background was a new concept to me. I started to understand it better when I was trying
to find analytical formulas for the expected values. But unfortunately this didn’t help me
much to find analytical formulas for the naive, positive and negative reactions even if I
tried hard and invested a lot of time into it. I learned a lot about problems that can arise
in a simulator which should reflect nature, i.e. very large or very small numbers, random
number generators etc. I also recapitulated my knowledge about recursions, iterations,
Markov Chains and statistics.
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A Simulator Implementation Details

The source code of the main simulator can be found on Figures 14, 15 and 16 at the end of
the Appendix.

The main structure of the code is the following:

Lines 1 to 37: Variable and constant definitions
Lines 38 to 66: Primitives for linked list
Lines 67 to 110: Initialization of variables and parsing of program parameters
Lines 111 to 132: Presentation of the self epitopes to the immune system
Lines 133 to 160: Presentation of a pathogen to the immune system
Lines 161 to 182: Evaluation of the reaction
Lines 183 to 193: Transforming naive lymphocyte clones to memory cells
Lines 194 to 216: Output of statistics and closing of file descriptors

The simulator uses a two dimensional array to represent the lymphocyte clones. The first
dimension represents the clones, the second the clones parameters, i.e. if they react to self,
the phenotype they acquired after the first reaction and the mode in which they are. The
simulator uses a linked list for each epitope to remember the lymphocyte clones which react
to it.

In the first phase the clones get initialized and the self epitopes are presented to them.
At the end our list of clones consists of clones which are naive, clones which will cause an
auto-immune reaction and clones which have been deleted (lines 111-132).

The next step is the presentation of the pathogens to the lymphocyte clones. For each
presented pathogen the simulator uniformly chooses its group and then e epitopes of that
group (lines 142-147). If an epitope already has been presented in an earlier presentation,
then the clones which will react are already found (line 148). Else the epitope is shown to
each clone and with probability p the clone will react with it (line 149).

After all the e epitopes have been presented (line 161) the simulator searches for the maxi-
mum of votes, i.e. the group to which the majority of the reacting memory clones belong to
(lines 166-173). If none of the reacting clones is already a memory clone, then we have a
naive reaction (lines 173-176) and we say that the innate immune system chose the appro-
priate reaction. Else we have to see if the majority group is the same group as the pathogen.
If not, we have a negative reaction (line 180). If it is the same we have a positive reaction
(line 181).

In the last step all the naive clones have to acquire the same group as the majority of
memory clones which reacted. If all of them were naive, they will acquire the same group
as the pathogen which was just presented (lines 183-191).
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At the end the statistics of the simulation are printed on the standard output. These
statistics include

• Total fraction of detected pathogens

• Fraction of positive / negative / naive reactions

• Fraction of auto-immune reactions

• Number of deleted clones after presenting the self epitopes

B Random Number Generator Details

In the man page of the rand() function we can find that

The versions of rand() and srand() in the Linux C Library use the same random
number generator as random() and srandom(), so the lower-order bits should
be as random as the higher-order bits.

And in the man page of random() we can read

The random() function uses a non-linear additive feedback random number gen-
erator employing a default table of size 31 long integers to return successive
pseudo-random numbers in the range from 0 to RAND_MAX. The period of this
random number generator is very large, approximately 16 · ((231) − 1).

I found the two other RNGs on [3]. There we can read that the two generators pass all of
the tests in Marsaglia’s “Diehard” battery of statistical tests [4]. The first of the two uses
a concatenation of two 16-bit multiply with carry generator. It has a list of recommended
parameters. It is good and perhaps the fastest of any generator that passes the Diehard
tests. The C code is the following:

/* concatenation of following two 16-bit multiply with carry generators */

/* x(n)=a*x(n-1)+carry mod 2^16 and y(n)=b*y(n-1)+carry mod 2^16, */

/* number and carry packed within the same 32 bit integer. */

/******************************************************************/

unsigned int inline my_rand( void ); /* returns a random 32-bit integer */

void inline my_srand( unsigned int, unsigned int ); /* seed the generator */
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/* return a random float >= 0 and < 1 */

#define rand_float ((float)my_rand() / 4294967296.0)

static unsigned int SEED_X = 521288629;

static unsigned int SEED_Y = 362436069;

unsigned int inline my_rand ()

{

/* Use any pair of non-equal numbers from this list for "a" and "b"

18000 18030 18273 18513 18879 19074 19098 19164 19215 19584

19599 19950 20088 20508 20544 20664 20814 20970 21153 21243

21423 21723 21954 22125 22188 22293 22860 22938 22965 22974

23109 23124 23163 23208 23508 23520 23553 23658 23865 24114

24219 24660 24699 24864 24948 25023 25308 25443 26004 26088

26154 26550 26679 26838 27183 27258 27753 27795 27810 27834

27960 28320 28380 28689 28710 28794 28854 28959 28980 29013

29379 29889 30135 30345 30459 30714 30903 30963 31059 31083

*/

static unsigned int a = 18000, b = 30903;

SEED_X = a*(SEED_X&65535) + (SEED_X>>16);

SEED_Y = b*(SEED_Y&65535) + (SEED_Y>>16);

return ((SEED_X<<16) + (SEED_Y&65535));

}

void inline my_srand( unsigned int seed1, unsigned int seed2 )

{

if (seed1) SEED_X = seed1; /* use default seeds if parameter is 0 */

if (seed2) SEED_Y = seed2;

}

The second RNG is the slowest of the three but it has an unusually long period of 2800. Its
C code is the following

/***********************************************************************

can return either a random 32-bit integer or a random float in [0 1)

period = 2^800

***********************************************************************/

#define N 25
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#define M 7

unsigned int my_rand(); /* returns a random integer */

void init( unsigned int ); /* initialize the generator */

/* return a random float >= 0 and < 1 */

#define rand_float ((double)my_rand() / 4294967296.0)

static unsigned int x[N]; /* the 25 seeds */

inline void my_srand( unsigned int seed )

{

int k;

x[0] = (seed|1) & 0xffffffff;

for (k=1; k<N; k++)

x[k] = (69069 * x[k-1]) & 0xffffffff;

}

inline unsigned int my_rand()

{

unsigned int y;

static unsigned int mag01[2]={ 0x0, 0x8ebfd028}; /* "magic" vector */

static int k = 0;

int kk;

if (k==N)

{

for (kk=0; kk < N-M; kk++)

x[kk] = x[kk+M] ^ (x[kk] >> 1) ^ mag01[x[kk] & 1];

for (; kk < N; kk++)

x[kk] = x[kk+(M-N)] ^ (x[kk] >> 1) ^ mag01[x[kk] & 1];

k=0;

}

y = x[k++];

y ^= (y << 7) & 0x2b5b2500;

y ^= (y << 15) & 0xdb8b0000;

y &= 0xffffffff; /* you may delete this line if word size = 32 */

y ^= (y >> 16);

return y;

}
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C Matlab Code for Analytical Functions

The following matlab code can be used to calculate the analytical graphs.

R0=10^6;

e=6;

q=0.8;

S=10000;

NPATH=1000;

NEPI_SET=1000;

NTYPES=8;

%precalculate the table for pk

Pk=zeros(1,e);

for k=1:e,

Pk(k)=pk(k,e,NEPI_SET);

end

p=10.^-(9:-0.125:0);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%percentage of clonotypes which are deleted

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Nd = p*q*R0.*((1-p*q).^S-1)./(-p*q);

fNd = Nd/R0;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%percentage of pathogens which were detected

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

fraction=zeros(1,length(p));

for i=1:length(p),

tf = 0;

for k=1:e,

tf = tf + Pk(k) * (1-(1-p(i))^(k*(R0-Nd(i))));

end

fraction(i)=tf;

end

semilogx(p,fraction, ’b’, p, fNd, ’r’);

function p=pk(k,e,N)
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if and(k==1, e==1),

p=1;

else if e == 0,

p=0;

else if k > e,

p=0;

else

p=k/N*pk(k,e-1,N) + (N-k+1)/N*pk(k-1, e-1,N);

end

end

end

D Formula and Implementation for the Naive Response

We take the following assumptions:

• Number of pathogen groups = 1

• Number of epitopes per pathogen = 1

Define Xt, t = 1...N by

• Xt = (m,n) if and only if there are m distinct epitopes in total in the presentations
from 1 to t and n distinct clonotypes reacted to these m epitopes

Then Xt is a Markov chain. Let P ((m,n), (m′, n′)) := P(Xt = (m′, n′)|Xt−1 = (m,n)) be
its transition matrix. We have














P ((m,n), (m,n)) = m
Ne

P ((m,n), (m + 1, n + k)) = (1 − m
Ne

)

(

R0 − n

k

)

pk(1 − p)R0−n−k for k ≥ 0 and k ≤ R0 − n

= 0 otherwise

Let πt(m,n) := P (Xt = (m,n)). We have

{

π0(0, 0) = 1, π0(m,n) = 0 otherwise
πt(m

′, n′) =
∑

m∈{m′,m′−1},n∈{0,...,n} πt−1(m,n)P ((m,n), (m′, n′))

or in compact form
πt = π0P

t
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Let h(m,n) be the probability that there is a naive reaction at the t-th presentation, given
that Xt−1 = (m,n). We have

h(m,n) = (1 −
m

Ne

)
(

1 − (1 − p)R0−n
)

(1 − p)n

and the probability that the t-th presentation is naive is

< πt−1, h >=
∑

m,n

πt−1(m,n)h(m,n)

The rate of naive reaction is

1

N

N−1
∑

t=0

< πt, h >=
1

N
< π0

N−1
∑

t=0

P t, h >

which can be computed iteratively.

The source code can be found on Figures 9 to 13. Note that there is an approximation
in calculatePiT on line 109 which calculates πt from πt−1. Without this approximation
we would have to calculate all the πt(m,n). This considerably decreases the time used to
calculate the rate for small probabilities.

We made the following calculations to check if the formulas could be correct (necessity, not
sufficiency):

•
∑

m,n πt(m,n) = 1. This must be true since πt is a probability distribution. A test
showed that the sum is 1 in the program.

•
∑

m′,n′ P ((m,n), (m′, n′)) = 1. It is easy to show that the formula for P given above
has this result. Also a test of the program showed that the sum is 1.

• limt→∞ πt(m,n) = 0 if m 6= Ne.
A run of the program with t = 15′000, Ne = 20, R0 = 100 showed that this is true.
We can also state that:
limt→∞

∑

n πt(Ne, n) ·n = R0 · (1− (1− p)Ne). For the above parameters the program
outputs

∑

n πt(Ne, n) · n = 0.19981 which is correct.
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/*********************************************************************
 * COMPUTATION OF NAIVE REACTION RATE
 *
 *

5  * NOTES:
 * − X_{t−1}=(m,n) iff there are $m$ distinct epitopes in total in the
 *   presentations from $1$ to $t$ and $n$ distinct clonotypes re−
 *   acted to these $m$ epitopes.
 *********************************************************************/

10

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <assert.h>

15

#define Ne 20   //Number of epitopes
#define R0 100   //Number of clonotypes
#define min(X, Y)  ((X) < (Y) ? (X) : (Y))
#define true 1

20 #define false 0

typedef struct  pi {
  int  t;
  double  value[Ne+1][R0+1]; //+1 because we can have 0 to Ne or 0 to R0

25 } pi_t;

/*********************************************************************
 * Takes as parameters two integer pairs (m1, n1) and (m2, n2)

30  * and is the value of the transition matrix 
 * P((m1,n1),(m2,n2))=Pr(X_t=(m2,n2)|X_{t−1}=(m1,n1))
 *
 * It splits up the calculation of comb(R0−n, k) into multiplications
 * to avoid too large numbers.

35  *********************************************************************/
double   P( int  m1, int  n1, int  m2, int  n2, double  p){
  int  i;

  double  probability = 0;
40   int  k = n2 − n1;

  assert((m1 >= 0) && (m1 <= Ne));
  assert((n1 >= 0) && (n1 <= R0));
  assert((m2 >= 0) && (m2 <= Ne));
  assert((n2 >= 0) && (n2 <= R0));

45

  if((m1 == m2) && (n1 == n2)){
    return m1/( double )Ne;
  }
  if((k < 0) || (m2−m1 <= 0) || (k > R0−n1) || (m2−m1 > 1)){

50     return 0;
  }
  
  probability = (1−m1/( double )Ne);

55   for(i=0; i<k; i++){
    probability *= (R0−n1−i)*p/(k−i);
  }
  
  return probability * pow(1−p, R0−n1−k);

60 }

/*********************************************************************
 * Calculates the probability to have a naive reaction at time t,
 * given that X_{t−1}=(m,n)

65  *********************************************************************/
double  h( int  m, int  n, double  p){
  assert(m >= 0);
  assert(m <= Ne);
  assert((n >= 0) && (n <= R0));

70

  return (1−m/( double )Ne)*(1−pow(1−p,R0−n))*pow(1−p,n);
}

/*********************************************************************

Figure 9: Source code to calculate naive reaction, page 1.
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75  * Calculates the probability \pi_t(m,n)=Pr(X_t=(m,n))
 *********************************************************************/
double  pi( int  t, int  m, int  n, pi_t* oldPi, float  p){
  int  nPrime;
  int  mPrime;

80   float  sum = 0;

  assert((t == oldPi−>t+1) && (t > 0));
  assert((m >= 0) && (m <= Ne));
  assert((n >= 0) && (n <= R0));

85

  if(m == 0){
    // if t > 0 it is impossible to have m == 0!
    return 0;
  }

90   
  mPrime = m − 1;

  for(nPrime=0; nPrime <= n; nPrime++){
    sum += oldPi−>value[mPrime][nPrime] * P(mPrime, nPrime, m, n, p);

95   }

  sum += oldPi−>value[m][n] * P(m, n, m, n, p);

  return sum;
100 }

/*********************************************************************
 * calculates the next pi_t based on pi_{t−1}
 *

105  * NOTE: if once the value of pi_{t−1}(m,n) < epsilon, we set
 *       all the following to 0 since the next onces will be
 *       even smaller.
 *********************************************************************/
void  calculatePiT(pi_t* oldPi, pi_t* newPi, int  t, double  p){

110   int  m;
  int  n, left_n, right_n;
  int  mean;
  float  temp;
  double  epsilon=pow(2,−40);

115   short  flag = false;

  assert(oldPi != NULL);
  assert(newPi != NULL);
  assert(oldPi−>t == t−1);

120   assert(t > 0);
  assert((p >= 0) && (p <= 1));

  newPi−>t = t;

125   for(m=0; m<=Ne; m++){
    mean = min(m*R0*p, R0);
    flag = false;

    /* works nice but can be improofed
130     for(n=0; n<=R0; n++){

      if(flag){
temp = 0;

      } else {
temp = pi(t, m, n, oldPi, p);

135 //printf("%e\n", temp);
if(!flag && n > mean && temp < epsilon ){
  printf("flag true at (t,m,n,mean):(%d,%d,%d,%d)\n", t, m, n,mean);
  flag = true;
}

140       } 
      newPi−>value[m][n] = temp;
    }
    */

145     /**
     * The probability is centered around m*R0*p. Therefore
     * we search from there to the left until the probability
     * is smaller than epsilon and to the right until the pro−

Figure 10: Source code to calculate naive reaction, page 2.
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     * bability is smaller than epsilon. The rest is set to zero.
150      */

    //calculate to the left from mean
    left_n = 0;
    for(n=mean; n>=0; n−−){

155       if(flag){
temp = 0;

      } else {
temp = pi(t, m, n, oldPi, p);
if(temp < epsilon){

160   flag = true;
  left_n = n;
}

      }
      newPi−>value[m][n] = temp;

165     }
    //calculate to the right from mean
    right_n = R0;
    flag=false;
    for(n=mean+1; n<=R0; n++){

170       if(flag){
temp = 0;

      } else {
temp = pi(t, m, n, oldPi, p);
if(temp < epsilon){

175   flag = true;
  right_n = n;
}

      }
      newPi−>value[m][n] = temp;

180     }
#ifndef NDEBUG
    printf(" (t,m,mean)=(%d,%d,%d) l/r=(%d,%d)\n", t, m, mean, left_n, right_n);
#endif
  }

185 }

/*********************************************************************
 * prints the table pi to stdout
 *********************************************************************/

190 void  printPi(pi_t* pi){
  int  i,j;
  double  sum=0;

  assert(pi != NULL);
195

  printf(" pi_%d:\n\n", pi−>t);

  for(i=0; i<=Ne; i++){
    printf(" m=%d: ", i);

200     for(j=0; j<=R0; j++){
      printf(" %e ", pi−>value[i][j]);
      sum += pi−>value[i][j];
    }
    printf(" \n");

205   }
  printf(" sum: %e\n", sum);
}

/*********************************************************************
210  * write the table pi into fileName

 *********************************************************************/
void  writePi( char * fileName, pi_t* pi){
  int  i,j;

215   FILE  *fp;

  assert(fileName != NULL);
  assert(pi != NULL);

220   fp = fopen(fileName," a");
  
  if(fp != NULL){

Figure 11: Source code to calculate naive reaction, page 3.
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    fprintf(fp, " pi_%d:\n\n", pi−>t);
225     

    for(i=0; i<=Ne; i++){
      fprintf(fp, " m=%d: ", i);
      for(j=0; j<=R0; j++){

fprintf(fp, " %e ", pi−>value[i][j]);
230       }

      fprintf(fp, " \n");
    }
  } else {
    fprintf(stderr, " Error while opening file %s for writing!\n", fileName);

235   }
  fclose(fp);
}

/*********************************************************************
240  * Main

 *
 * Command Line Parameters:
 *  − first parameters is the number of presented pathogens (T)
 *  − second parameter the probability p

245  *********************************************************************/
int  main(argc, argv)
     int  argc; char  *argv[];
{
  int  T=10;     //Number of presentations (i.e. pathogens)

250   int  m, n, t;
  pi_t storedPi[2];
  double  p=1/( double )R0;
  float  tempP;
  double * pNaive;

255   FILE * naiveFD;
  double  rate;

  if(argc == 3){
    T = ( int )strtol(argv[1], NULL, 10);

260     sscanf(argv[2], " %f", &tempP);
    p = tempP;
  }

  pNaive = ( double *)malloc((T+1)* sizeof( double ));
265   if(pNaive == NULL){

    fprintf(stderr, " Could not allocate memory for pNaive!\nAborting...\n");
    return(1);
  }

270   //int m = 10;
  //int n = 10;

#ifndef NDEBUG
  printf(" size of pi table: %f\n", ( sizeof(storedPi[0])/( double )1024/( double )1024));

275 #endif

  // initialize pi_0
  storedPi[0].t = 0;
  for(m=0; m<=Ne; m++){

280     for(n=0; n<=R0; n++){
      storedPi[0].value[m][n] = 0.0;
    }
  }
  storedPi[0].value[0][0] = 1.0;

285

  pNaive[0] = 0;

  fclose(fopen(" pi.data", " w"));

290

  for(t=1; t<=T; t++){
#ifndef NDEBUG
    printf(" Calculating probability for t=%d\n", t);
#endif

295

    //calculate the next pi_t

Figure 12: Source code to calculate naive reaction, page 4.
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    calculatePiT(&storedPi[(t−1)%2], &storedPi[t%2], t, p);

    //calculate the probability that the t−th presentation is naive
300     pNaive[t]=0;

#ifndef NDEBUG
    writePi(" pi.data", &storedPi[t%2]);
    printf(" m= ");

305 #endif

    for(m=0; m<=min(t−1, Ne); m++){ //we sum only up to min since the others wil
l anyway be 0

#ifndef NDEBUG
310       printf(" %d ", m);

#endif

      for(n=0; n<=R0; n++){
pNaive[t]+= storedPi[(t−1)%2].value[m][n]*h(m, n, p);

315       }
    }

#ifndef NDEBUG
    printf(" \n");

320 #endif

  }
  
  // write the naive probability to a file or stdout

325   naiveFD = fopen(" naive.data", " w");
  if(naiveFD != NULL){
    fprintf(naiveFD, " p=%e\n\n", p);
    for(t=0; t<=T; t++){
      fprintf(naiveFD, " %e\n", pNaive[t]);

330     }
  } else {
    fprintf(stderr, " Problem while opening file naive.data");
    printf(" p=%e\n\n", p);
    for(t=0; t<=T; t++){

335       printf(" %e\n", pNaive[t]);
    }
  }
  fclose(naiveFD);

340   // calculate the rate
  rate = 0;
  for(t=0; t<=T; t++){
    rate += pNaive[t];
  }

345   rate = rate / ( double )T;

  printf(" %e %e\n", p, rate);

  free(pNaive);
350

  return 0;
}

Figure 13: Source code to calculate naive reaction, page 5.
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E Simulator Source Code

The source code of the simulator is on Figures 14, 15 and 16.
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

5 #include " random3.h"
//#include <malloc.h>

float  uniform();

10 #define NTYPES 8        //pathogen groups (m−1)
#define NEPI_SET 1000   //how many epitopes per group (N)
#define NEPI 6          //different epitopes per pathogen (e)
#define NCLONES 1000000 //number of clonotypes (R0)
#define NPATH 1000      //number of pathogens to challenge the immune system wit
h

15 #define NSELF 10000     //self epitopes (S)
#define FRTOL 0.80      //fraction of induced tolerance (f)

#define NAIVE 0
#define PAUTO 1

20 #define TOLER 2

#define SELF   0
#define MEMORY 1
#define MODE   2

25

struct  responder {
  int  id;
  struct  responder *next;
} responder_t;

30

struct  responder *epitopes[NTYPES][NEPI_SET];
int  created[NTYPES][NEPI_SET];
int  path_epitopes[NEPI];
int  clones[NCLONES][3];

35 double  vote[NTYPES];
float  prob = 1e−6;

float  inline uniform()
{

40   return rand()%RAND_MAX/( float )RAND_MAX;
  //return rand_float;
}

int  inline push(t,e,c)
45      int  t,e,c;

{
  struct  responder *r;
  r = ( struct  responder *)malloc( sizeof( struct  responder));
  r −> id = c;

50   r −> next = epitopes[t][e];
  epitopes[t][e] = r;
  return r−>id;
}

55 int  inline fill_stack(t,e)
     int  t,e;
{
  int  c;

60   epitopes[t][e] = NULL;
  for (c=0; c < NCLONES; c++)
    if (clones[c][SELF] != TOLER && uniform() < prob) 
      push(t,e,c);
  return created[t][e] = 1;

65 }

int  main(argc, argv)
     int  argc; char  *argv[];
{

70   int  s,t,e,c,p;
  int  epi, type, nauto, nresp, choice, maxvotes, maxmode, tolerizing;
  int  tot_resp = 0, tot_auto = 0, tot_plus = 0, tot_min = 0, tot_naive = 0;
  int  r_plus ,r_min, r_naive, r_auto;

Figure 14: Source code of the simulator, page 1.
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  struct  responder *r; 
75   FILE  *fp;

  int  seed;

  FILE  *fd;
80   char * filename;

  fp = fopen(" timeplot"," w");

  if (argc > 1) sscanf(argv[1]," %f",&prob);
85

  filename = ( char *)malloc(14* sizeof( char ));
  //filename = "xyoutput.data";
  if (argc > 2) {
    sscanf(argv[2]," %s",filename);

90     filename[13]=’ \0’;
    printf(" filename: %s\n", filename);
  } else {
    fprintf(stderr, " Not enough parameters!\n");
    exit(1);

95   }

  seed = 1;
  if ( argc > 3) sscanf(argv[3], " %d", &seed);

100   my_srand(seed);
  srand(seed);

  fd = fopen(filename, " a");
#ifndef NDEBUG

105   fprintf(fd, " proba: %e\n", prob);
#endif
  for (c=0; c < NCLONES; c++) { 
    clones[c][SELF]=0;
  }

110

  for (s=0; s < NSELF; s++) {

#ifndef NDEBUG
    if(s%50==0){

115       fprintf(fd, " %d\n", s);
      fflush(fd);
    }
#endif

120     tolerizing = (uniform() < FRTOL);
    for (c=0; c < NCLONES; c++) { 
      if (uniform() < prob) {

if (tolerizing) clones[c][SELF] = TOLER;
else if (clones[c][SELF] != TOLER) clones[c][SELF] = PAUTO;

125       }
    }
  }

#ifndef NDEBUG
130   fprintf(fd, " \n");

#endif

  for (p=0; p < NPATH; p++) {                          /* Do all infections */

135 #ifndef NDEBUG
    if(p%50==0){
      fprintf(fd, " %d\n", p);
      fflush(fd);
    }

140 #endif

    type = uniform()*NTYPES;
    nresp = nauto = 0;
    for (t=0; t < NTYPES; t++)

145       vote[t] = 0.0;
    for (e=0; e < NEPI; e++) {
      epi = path_epitopes[e] = uniform()*NEPI_SET;

Figure 15: Source code of the simulator, page 2.
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      if (!created[type][epi]) { 
fill_stack(type,epi);

150       }   
      for (r = epitopes[type][epi]; r != NULL; r = r−>next) {

c = r−>id;
if (c < 0 || c > NCLONES) printf(" This cannot happen\n");
if (clones[c][SELF] != TOLER) {     /* responder is NOT tolerant */

155   nresp++; 
  if (clones[c][SELF] && clones[c][MEMORY] == 0) nauto++;
  else if (clones[c][MEMORY]) vote[clones[c][MODE]] += 1.0;
}

      }
160     }

    r_plus = r_min = r_naive = r_auto = 0;
    if (nresp) {
      tot_resp++;
      if (nauto) {r_auto = 1; tot_auto++;}

165       maxvotes = maxmode = 0;
      for (t=0; t < NTYPES; t++)  

vote[t] += 0.001*uniform();
      for (t=0; t < NTYPES; t++)  

if (vote[t] > maxvotes) {
170   maxvotes = vote[t];

  maxmode = t;
}

      if (maxvotes < 0.5) {
choice = type;      /* Innate chooses correctly */

175 r_naive = 1;
tot_naive++;

      }
      else {

choice = maxmode;
180 if (choice != type) {r_min = 1; tot_min++;}

else if (!nauto) {r_plus= 1; tot_plus++;}
      }
      for (e=0; e < NEPI; e++) {

for (r = epitopes[type][path_epitopes[e]]; r != NULL; r = r−>next) {
185   c = r−>id;

  if (c < 0 || c > NCLONES) printf(" This cannot happen\n");
  if (!clones[c][MEMORY]) {
    clones[c][MEMORY] = 1;
    clones[c][MODE] = choice;

190   }
}

      }
    }
#ifndef NDEBUG

195     fprintf(fp," %4d %1d %1d %1d %1d \n", p, r_naive,r_plus ,r_min,r_auto);
#endif
  }
  fprintf(fd," %7.8g %7.8f %7.8f %7.8f %7.8f %7.8f", prob, ( float )tot_resp/NPATH, 

  ( float )tot_plus/NPATH,( float )tot_min/NPATH, ( float )tot_auto/NPATH, ( fl
oat )tot_naive/NPATH);

200   epi = 0;
  for (t=0; t < NTYPES; t++)
    for (e=0; e < NEPI_SET; e++)
      epi += created[t][e];
  fprintf(fd,"  %7.8f",( float )epi/(NTYPES*NEPI_SET));

205

  t=0;
  for (c=0; c < NCLONES; c++)
    if (clones[c][SELF] == TOLER) 
      t++;

210   fprintf(fd, "  %d\n",t);
  fflush(fd);
  fclose(fd);
  fclose(fp);

215   return 0;
}

Figure 16: Source code of the simulator, page 3.
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Glossary

A

antigen Molecule that provokes an immune response.

C

cross reactivity Probability that a lymphocyte cell reacts to an arbitrary epitope.

E

epitope Specific region of an antigenic molecule that binds to an antibody or a T cell
receptor., p. 4.

F

Fraction of Induced Tolerance Fraction of lymphocyte clones to which the self epitopes
will not be shown., p. 6.

I

innate immune system Does not recognize specific pathogens but rather fights agains
classes of pathogens using less specific defenses. It is hard wired and does not
change over the lifetime of an organism., p. 3.

L

lymphocyte A type of white blood cell, i.e. T or B cells.

M

memory lymphocyte A lymphocyte cell which has information stored of a preceding re-
action. These information are recalled on re-stimulation of the clone., p. 3.
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N

naive lymphocyte A lymphocyte cell which has no information stored of a preceding re-
action., p. 3.

P

pathogen A biological agent which can cause disease e.g. a virus, bacteria or worm., p. 3.

phenotype The observable character of a cell or an organism., p. 3.

S

self Referes to molecules or proteins that make up our cells or circulate in our blood.,
p. 4.
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